The Five Biggest Land Buying Mistakes

By Jerad Simi

If you're reading this then you've already started the path to a brighter
future. Congratulations. Buying land is a great investment decision that
could change your fortunes virtually overnight. Land is a much sought
after asset and you could do multiple things with it – build your own
home, sell it to a hungry builder, or use the property as a long-term
investment. Research is everything. Although it may feel like a daunting
task, when you first start looking for land, detailed research is the key to
finding favorable outcomes.
To start with, here’s a list of what can go wrong when you’re negotiating
a land deal that’s about to happen:
 You can't afford the purchase price or payments
 Don't seek advice from the wrong people
 Not doing your due diligence
 Not having any insurance
 Assuming the land can be used the way you want to use it

1.

You can't afford the purchase price
or payments

It's a good idea to sort your finances before you begin the search for that
perfect piece of land. Whether you want to approach a bank for a loan or
refinance your existing property, you need to decide on how much you
will be willing to spend. It's very easy to cross over the budget limit, but
that would only signal a disaster!
Know everything before you finalize your investment and this includes
the comparative market analysis. It's important for you to know the
existing market value of the property. This will help you close the deals
at the best negotiable prices.

2. Don't seek advice from the wrong people
The usual suspects are not always the right people. Quite often when
you’re in the midst of looking for new places, you may end up meeting
some very passionate and convincing agents. But be beware, the selling
agents are usually not on your side.
They earn their commissions by getting customers to buy the properties
they represent. Avoid falling into this trap, as your best interest isn't
always in their best interest. They're going to show you lucrative options
and make it a hard choice for you. The only way you can avoid falling
prey to their influence is by asking all the right questions and being
assertive. You should find out all the essential details like how long the
land has been on the market, what are the Comparables(or comps) , and
how many offers exist on the same property.

3. Not doing your Due Diligence
Due diligence means you're taking reasonable steps in order to satisfy a
legal requirement, especially in buying or selling something. This means
your taking into account a comprehensive appraisal regarding assets and
liabilities and evaluating its commercial potential.

Personally walking the land is always best, but virtual land tours are also
a great option to see the property without spending extra costs on travel,
t if you live out of the area. Two great tools to use are google earth pro
and bing maps 3D. Google earth pro even outlines the property, which is
a plus.
If you have the time to spare, take a walk and meet with people who live
in the vicinity of the land that you’re interested in. Having genuine
conversations with people will give you an idea of the area's social life.

It'll give you the opportunity to meet future prospective neighbors while
checking out the area. The county website is also a great place to see the
area interests and attractions.

Visit as many different areas as you can and you’ll be surprised with
what you find. Many times, it is the little-known areas that are a treasure
trove of memories and you may come across an altogether different area
that is equally appealing!

4. Not Having Any Insurance
You must insist on a warranty deed once the property is fully paid for,
the document that records the transfer of land ownership from the seller
to the buyer or, a land purchase contract if buying on terms. Also, it is a
good idea to pay the extra cost of having a title search done to see the
chain of title. A warranty deed is a document that may be used to legally
transfer property. A warranty deed states that the owner can legally
transfer the property and that no other entity has a claim or lien on it.
These deeds are typically used in property sales and make warranties
about the property’s title.

INVESTOPEDIA EXPLAINS 'Warranty Deed'
A warranty deed usually includes a legal description of the property, the
names of the grantor (who is transferring the property) and grantee (who
is taking ownership), and language conveying ownership from the
grantor to the grantee. A warranty deed, in conjunction with title
insurance, is necessary to secure the grantee’s valid ownership interest
and gives the grantee legal recourse against any future claims to the
property.

Contrast a warranty deed with a quitclaim deed, which releases an
entity’s interest in a piece of property without guaranteeing that it has
any interest in or rights to the property. For this reason, a quitclaim deed
is not as useful in transferring ownership, since it only ensures that a
particular entity does not think other outside entities have any claims to
that property. Quitclaim deeds are commonly used to transfer property
between family members, whereas warranty deeds offer greater
protection and are used to transfer property in a sale.
When you choose your rural land through Lands for Less and are
purchasing on terms you receive a land purchase contract that
guarantees in writing the property will be conveyed to the buyer free and
clear of any liens or encumbrances.
Why? Because I insist we treat customers the way we would like to be
treated, and I wouldn't buy property without this type of protection in
writing.
I know a land contract can be risky. Here's why.
With a land contract, the seller continues to hold title to the property
until you make the last payment. And only then do you get the Deed and
ownership in your name.
Until the Deed is in your hands, the seller can do almost anything they
want with the property, it's still theirs. They can take out a mortgage on
the property, give easements, place liens on the property, and otherwise
encumber the deed.
By the time you make your last payment, the seller could theoretically
encumber the deed so much that the property loses all its investment
value. It could even make it impossible for you to sell the land later.

When you buy land from Lands for Less, you get a land contract that
guarantees we won't encumber the title, plus give you access and
enjoyment of the property from day one.

5. Assuming the land can be used the way you
want to use it.
Lots of laws apply to how land can be used. Don't assume the property
you are purchasing is zoned to fit your needs. The best way to confirm it
is by calling the county's zoning and planning department. A lot of
counties also give you access to that information on their website.
Whether you want to camp by tent or motor home, build a single family
home or mobile home, raise horses or hunt on your new land you need to
find out which laws and rules apply to the property before you purchase
it. Otherwise, you may end up with land you can’t use.

Now that you know the Dos and Dont's of buying land, it is
time to put your thinking cap on and purchase the perfect
piece of land for you!

Call Jerad at Lands for Less
today
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612-382-3444
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7 Reasons Why You Can
Safely & Confidently,
Invest in Land from Lands for Less:
1. 100% money back Guarantee.
2. Guaranteed free and clear title.
3. We use a Warranty Deed not a Special Warranty Deed or Quitclaim
deed.
4. A+ BBB Rating.
5. In business for over 1o years and not going anywhere.
6. You’re dealing directly with the owner! No brokers or customer service
reps that give you the run around.
7. We handle all the paperwork to make your transaction as easy and
painless as possible.
How does your money back guarantee work?
We want you to be 100% satisfied with your purchase of our land. If you’re not satisfied for any
reason with the first 90 days after closing, simply call us, and we will either exchange your parcel for
one you like better, or refund your note payments up to that point and take back the deed. It’s
simple: if you don’t love it, we don’t want you to own it. One of the benefits of working with Lands
for Less is that you’re dealing with the actual owner of the property, not some developer or
corporation. And we want you to be happy.

FULL 90 DAY GUARANTEE

